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 FishSim Animation Toolchain User Manual  1. How to create a scene in FishSim           page   1 2. How to add and customize a fish model in FishSim (FishCreator)      page 12 3. How to animate a scene with FishSteering         page 19 4. How to present an animated scene on monitor screens with FishPlayer     page 23  1 How to create a scene in FishSim  Start FishSim by selecting the FishSim icon in the launcher on the left side of your desktop. A default scene with an empty tank will appear. Press F1 on your keyboard to change from viewing mode to editing mode (Fig. 1). An editing tool bar will appear at the top of the window (Fig. 2). By pressing F1 again, you will return to viewing mode. The scene as seen in viewing mode, depicts what will be presented on screen during experiments and depends on prior made changes to the camera angle and viewpoint. To adjust the viewpoint, navigate the camera angle by using the mouse. To rotate the camera, hold the left mouse button and move the cursor. To pan the camera, hold the right mouse button and move the cursor. To zoom in and out, hold middle mouse (or both mouse buttons) and move the cursor. A small coordinate system (green, red, blue axes) helps adjusting the viewpoint.  After adjusting the viewpoint, click set camera state in the lower right of the window to finally save the viewpoint for future experiments. It is recommended to set the camera state prior to creating/editing a scene, however, this whole step or even further adjustments to the viewpoint, can always be done at a later stage.   TIP: Adjust viewpoint to the dimensions of the monitor display which will later be used to present the animation during experiments.    Figure 1. Viewing mode (left) and editing mode (right) in FishSim.  
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 Figure 2. Functions of the FishSim toolbar in editing mode.   Editing the default scene (virtual tank)  To edit the default scene presented when starting FishSim, press F1 to open editing mode and the editing toolbar. Several adjustments can be applied to the virtual scene by clicking Settings or the respective icon for the setting you wish to adjust (Fig. 2). The general settings that can be made to the scene are described on the following pages 2 to 11. When you have finished the editing process and you are satisfied with your scene, recheck whether the viewpoint of your scene is still correct or otherwise readjust it (Set camera state). Click File � Save scene to save your finalized scene on your computer for future experiments.  TIP: Save your favorite scene as the default scene in the scenes folder. The default scene will appear at each start of FishSim and as the starting scene in FishPlayer.   Camera settings:  Several adjustments can be made to the virtual camera viewing the scene in FishSim (Fig. 3).  1. FOV (Field Of View): Altering the field of view of the camera. The Field of View describes the opening angle of the camera lens. A greater FOV results in an image that shows much more of the scene then a narrow FOV. 2. Aspect ratio: Altering the ratio between the image width and height. Common aspect ratios are 16:9 or 4:3. 3. Copy settings to static cam: Every property of the editing camera is copied to the viewing cam. This includes position, rotation, FOV and aspect ratio.   
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 Figure 3. Camera settings in FishSim editing mode.  Light settings:  FishSim uses a rectangular spot light to illuminate the scene. A spot light has a position, a direction and an opening angle of the light source. These properties can be adjusted in the light settings.  1. Position (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) a. Light position: Altering the x, y and z-coordinates of the virtual light source illuminating the scene. b. Light target: Altering the x, y and z-coordinates of the light target. The light source will be pointing to this position. Thus the target directly determinates the direction of the light. c. FOV (Field Of View): Altering the opening angle of the light source. 2. Color (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) a. Light color: Altering the RGB (Red/Green/Blue) color values of the light source illuminating the scene. b. Background color: Altering the RGB values of the background color of the scene (not including static objects, e.g. the virtual tank!). 3. Quality (Fig. 8) a. Shadow resolution: Altering the resolution of shadows cast by the animated fish models to gain more or less pixelated outlines. For example, a value of 2048 (Fig. 8) means a high resolution shadow of 2048 x 2048 pixels.  b. Near value: Altering the distance from the light position at which shadows start to appear. Any object closer to the light position than this distance will not cast a shadow. c. Far value: Altering the distance from the light position at which shadows end to appear. Any object beyond this distance will not cast a shadow.  
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Lights: Option to Enable or Disable the use of a virtual light source in general which also enables / disables the visibility of shadows (Fig. 9). For example, you may want to disable the lights when the fish model is presented on a plain background.  
 Figure 4. Editing options for light position in the light settings of FishSim editing mode.  
 Figure 5. Example for altered coordinate values of light position in the light settings in FishSim editing mode.  
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 Figure 6. Editing options for light color and background color in the light settings of FishSim editing mode.  
 Figure 7. Example for altered RGB values for background color in the light settings in FishSim editing mode. 
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 Figure 8. Editing options for light quality in the light settings of FishSim editing mode.      Figure 9. Lights disabled (no shadows; left) and lights enabled (shadows; right).    
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Editing tank texture to change color of walls and ground (environment UV-map)  To edit the texture of the virtual tank, open the file “environment_diffuse.png” in a graphics editing program, e.g. GIMP (www.gimp.org). The file can be found in the envModels folder. Here you can adjust image properties using the various tools provided by the program and/or draw specific features directly onto the image.   Parts of the environment texture can for example be painted in a single color and other parts can be covered in a picture taken from gravel (Fig. 10, top). Save the new texture as .png-file, preferably with a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels. The naming of the new file has to be identical (“environment_diffuse.png”) to be identified and mapped onto the virtual tank by FishSim (Fig. 10, bottom).   TIP: It is recommended to rename older versions of the environment texture and save it elsewhere.  
 Figure 10. Example of two different texture files for the environment model “virtual tank” (top) and how they are displayed on this virtual tank (bottom) in FishSim.   
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Creating a customized scene in FishSim  Here, we give some brief notes on how you can customize your scene in FishSim, if you do not wish to use the default virtual tank environment for your animations.   An easy step is to open FishSim in editing mode and double-click and delete (press Delete on your keyboard) the virtual tank from your scene. You will get a plain background which color values can be adjusted to a plain white or black or it can be set to resemble background colors measured in the field (Fig. 11; see also Color settings at page 3).   By clicking File � Load static object in the editing toolbar, it is also possible to insert custom-made objects like our virtual tank or other virtual 3D models of plants, stones or caves and others (see below).     Figure 11. The virtual tank object can be selected (mesh visible when selected; left) and deleted to get a plain and empty virtual space to which the background color can be adjusted (right).    Creating new static objects to load into FishSim  Without giving complete instructions on how to create 3D models (which would exceed the scope of this manual), we want to point out that it is in general possible to further customize our virtual tank environment model and to even create complete new environment objects for a FishSim scene. For this, general knowledge in 3D modelling is essential as well as the appropriate 3D modelling software. You can either use the free 3D graphics modelling software  Blender (www.blender.org) or any other 3D modelling tool, e.g. Autodesk Maya (https://www.autodesk.eu/products/maya/overview), SketchUp (https://www.sketchup.com/), LightWave 3D (https://www.lightwave3d.com/) or others. For most of these tools you will find tutorials for 3D modelling on YouTube. In this manual, we use Blender for illustration.  To customize the 3D model of our virtual tank environment model, open the environment model file “aquarium.blend” in Blender (Fig. 12). The file can be found in the envModels folder. Here, you can change the dimensions and/or specific features of the virtual tank or you can e.g. delete the tank and just use the stone as a basis to create your own static objects (Fig. 12).   
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Entire new objects can be created with plants and stones to imitate e.g. the bottom of a lake if you think it may be necessary for your research question. Export your new object as an .obj-file by selecting it and clicking File � Export � Wavefont (.obj). Choose where to save your model and load it into FishSim by clicking File � Load static object.  3D modelling in an external software tool will also be necessary when you wish to create new 3D fish models of a different fish species that is not included in the current version of FishSim (see page 21).    Figure 12. The virtual tank environment model (left) and a single stone (right) opened in Blender.  
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2 How to add and customize a fish model in FishSim (FishCreator)  Preliminary work to create fish textures  Prior to adding and customizing a fish model in FishSim, you have to prepare textures for body and fins of the fish species under study. For that, you have to take lateral digital pictures of different fish individuals and then cut the respective parts of the image (body and fins) to fit them onto the UV-maps (2D image representing an “unfolded” 3D object) of the fish model (Fig. 13). Textures are created using a picture editing software like the free tool GIMP (www.gimp.org) or Adobe Photoshop (www.adobe.com). You find a brief description of how to create textures in GIMP below.   These so-called textures are later mapped onto the 3D fish model by FishSim. Since FishSim mirrors each body texture to the left and right side of the body, you need to prepare only one side of the fish. Note that at the current stage, it is not possible to have individual pictures for the left and right side of a fish.    Figure 13. Overview of a set of exemplar UV-maps for a Poecilia latipinna male (left) and the cut body and fin parts of a lateral picture fit onto the UV-maps (right).   The current version of FishSim provides 3D models for six different fish species (male and female: Poecilia latipinna, Poecilia mexicana, Poecilia reticulata) and a rectangular box which can be used for the purpose of validation. All UV-maps necessary for creating textures for each male and female fish model can be found in the models/UVs folder in the FishSim directory. Newly created textures have to be saved in the models folder as .png-files. We recommended a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels for body textures and 512 x 512 pixels for fin textures. ALL textures saved in this folder can be used in FishSim, where they are displayed with the same name.  TIP 1: Lower resolution of the texture images can significantly improve the performance of FishSim at older computers, especially if you have a large set of different textures. Just make sure that your textures are always squared and have a power of 2, e.g. 128 x 128 or 512 x 512 pixels.  
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Brief description on how to process textures in GIMP  Here, we give a brief description on how to process your prior taken fish pictures to gain textures for FishSim using GIMP version 2.8.22 (Fig. 14-17).   For this, open GIMP and make sure that you see the main window for opening your files and also the windows for Layers and the Toolbox. You can find and activate both windows by clicking Windows � Dockable Dialogs � Tool Options / Layers.   Afterwards, open a picture of which you wish to create textures according to the short step-by-step description seen in Figures 14 to 17.  
 Figure 14. Overview of GIMP describing the steps on how to select a body/fin area of a fish picture. The fish picture opened in the main window (middle), the toolbox window (left) and the layers window (right). 
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 Figure 15. Overview of GIMP describing the steps on how to cut a selected fin area of the picture.   
 Figure 16. Overview of GIMP describing the steps on how to add and adjust a prior cut fin area onto the respective UV-map. 
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 Figure 17. Overview of GIMP describing the steps on how to create and save the final fin texture.   TIP: If a you have fit your image to a UV-map best as possible but there are still areas of the UV-map that are not covered properly (mostly accounts for body textures), you can use the Clone tool (stamp) to fill these areas with texture copied from other body parts.   
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Load and customize a fish model in FishSim step-by-step:  1. Start FishSim by selecting the FishSim icon in the launcher on the left side of your desktop. A scene with a virtual tank will appear (as long as you have not saved a new customized scene as the default). Press F1 to get to editing mode.   2. Click File � Load scene… from the drop-down menu to load a scene to which you want to add a fish model (if different from the default scene).   3. Click File � Load fish model… from the drop-down menu to load a new fish model you wish to use in a scene for an animation.  4. To create a new model, open the default fish model of the species and sex you wish to create. At the current stage, FishSim provides fish models for both sexes of the sailfin molly (Poecilia latipinna), the Atlantic molly (Poecilia mexicana) and the guppy (Poecilia reticulata). To load a prior created fish model into a new scene, select this model from its folder. The selected fish model will appear in the tank.   5. Left double-click on the loaded fish model to select it. It will be highlighted in a mesh. Click the screwdriver icon in the toolbar to Open fish toolset. A box will pop up with the editing options (Fig. 18).  TIP: Un-tick Show mesh to make the wire mesh disappear. A visible mesh might be useful when you have created new textures and want to check if they are properly fit to the UV-map.  6. The Name of the model is important in the future during animation (Fig. 18). If you wish to use the same animation path for different fish models, the Name of the fish models must be identical to the model with which you originally create the animation path.  TIP: The name in the editing tool must be identical for every fish model that will be used with an animation path but it is possible to save each fish model (Save fish to disk) under a unique name in the models folder.  Example: You create an animation path with the model named “Male_1”. You can use the same animation path with different models that are all named “Male_1” but may have unique file names, e.g. “Male_A_3cmSL.fish”, “Male_B_5cmSL_colorful.fish” , for identification.   7. Change the Position of the fish in the virtual scene by altering the x-, y-, and z-coordinates (see Fig. 18).   TIP: The fish’s absolute position does not matter once animated, however, it may be useful to position fish so they do not overlap with one another if creating a scene with more than one fish.  
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 Figure 18. Overview of a fish model loaded into FishSim and the open Edit Toolbox.  
 Figure 19. Overview of how to adjust the scaling of the fish model. 
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8. To alter the Scale (dimensions) of the fish change the values for x, y and z (default settings: 1.0, 1.0, 1.0). The x-value corresponds to the standard length that is commonly measured in live fish and, hence, depicts the virtual standard length of the fish model (Fig. 19).  TIP 1: To set a specific virtual standard length of virtual fish models for experiments when using the default virtual tank, first make sure the frame of the tank scene is properly adjusted and saved (set camera state). In Config, set the z-coordinate of Position to 12.0 to bring it to the front of the default tank scene. Then, since every monitor is different, alter the fish’s scale and measure the fish as it appears on the screen with a ruler until the desired dimensions are achieved (e.g. standard length).  TIP 2: In editing mode it is possible to rotate the camera around the fish model and zoom in/out to get a better idea of its proportions, especially for scaling its thickness (z-coordinate), here called “width” (Fig. 20).    Figure 20. The camera view can be altered in editing mode to facilitate the correct fish scaling.  9. To edit a fish’s texture (patterns and appearance) click Textures in the Edit Toolbox (Fig. 21). Double-click the feature of the fish (body, dorsal, caudal, pectoral, anal, pelvic) you would like to change. The number of textures that can be edited might differ between fish species and sex and generally depends on the architecture of the default fish model.  10. The “Choose a texture for …”-box will pop up with all .png files that may be used for textures (Fig. 21). Textures will appear with names as given in the models folder. If you load an older fish model where textures are missing in the models folder, they will be marked yellow. Click on a texture displayed in the list (right), and it will directly appear and replace the prior texture on the fish model. You can either scroll down through the list or use the text field at the top of the box to search for a specific texture by writing its name.  TIP 1: The whole file path (saved location on computer) will be visible when hovering over a texture in the list with the mouse cursor. It might be useful to include meaningful abbreviations for the source of the texture for identification, e.g. fish species, age, size etc.  TIP 2: ALL textures in the models folder will be displayed. To facilitate the editing process, you can decide to only have those textures in the models folder that are used for the current experiment, e.g. of only one fish species and sex, and delete the rest (save elsewhere!!).  
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 Figure 21. Overview on how to use the Edit Toolbox to add new textures to a fish model in FishSim.  11. When the desired fish model is created, click Set under Config in the Edit Toolbox, and then Save fish to disk by clicking Save and creating a .fish-file of the model on your drive. It is always possible to further edit a once saved model at a later moment.  TIP: Models that are saved may be loaded into different scenes and, hence, reused for different experiments (they can even be shared among researchers using FishSim).   12. To add another fish model to the scene, close the Edit Toolbox and again click File � Load fish model to insert a second fish. To delete a model from the scene, double-click the model to select it and press Delete on the keyboard.  TIP: If you wish to edit more than one fish in the same scene at the same time, alter the y-coordinate of the Position of the first fish model that you load, such that the second model loaded will not overlap with the first model.  13. Once all fish are placed in your scene, Save the scene by clicking File � Save Scene.   TIP: If you want to use different fish models in an experiment, create and save a unique scene for each individual fish. Example: You aim to test female preference for large vs. small males. You want to test 10 females. For this you can either create and save a scene with one small male and one scene with a large male and use the identical scene for all females. Or you can create and save 10 scenes with different small males and 10 scenes with different large males to present unique pairs of stimuli to each test females to avoid pseudo-replication.   
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Creating new fish models to load into FishSim  As already briefly described for new static objects (see page 11), it is also possible to create new fish models of fish species that are not included in the current version of FishSim using an external 3D modelling tool, like Blender. As with static objects, creating new fish models requires knowledge of 3D modelling as well as animation, since you not only need to create a new shape of your fish model but maybe also a completely new virtual skeleton if the behavior of your new fish differs from the current movement patterns included in FishSteering.   To modify the current fish models, open an existing model as a template in Blender (Fig. 22). These files can be found in the models/raw folder. If the new fish species you wish to create is quite similar to the original fish model, it might be possible to just modify the wire mesh (body and fins) a little to fit the new fish outline without modifying the skeleton. Remember that you will also need to create new UV-maps for textures when changing body and fins. Several great tutorials on how to create 3D fish models with Blender can be found on YouTube.  Remember that even if only small changes were done to the fish model, movement created with FishSteering may be incorrect.  
 Figure 22. The 3D fish model of a Poecilia latipinna male opened in Blender. The outer skin of the wire mesh model as well as the virtual skeleton are visible. 
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3 How to animate a scene with FishSteering  Open the scene you wish to animate in FishSim by clicking File � Load scene. Start FishSteering by selecting the FishSteering icon in the launcher on the left side of your desktop. An additional window with FishSteering will open. FishSim and FishSteering will run simultaneously and you have the option to either steer your models in viewing mode, as shown during experiments, or to steer the fish in editing mode by pressing F1 (Fig. 23). It is always possible to switch between editing mode and viewing mode and you can always make changes to either the scene or the models. Remember that when you do changes, e.g. rescaling the fish model, always Save your changes, close FishSteering and re-open it. Otherwise, the new changes will not be accounted for.     Figure 23. While using FishSteering, fish models can be animated in viewing mode (left) or in editing mode (right).  Animating a fish model step-by-step:  1. To animate a fish model, select the Model displayed in the scene from the drop-down menu (Fig. 24). Model names here are correspondent to the Name given in the Edit Toolbox (Fig. 18). Select the first fish you would like to animate from the drop-down menu.   2. Click Start placing and use the game controller to place the fish at its starting position for animation (Fig. 24).  TIP 1: FishSteering is optimized for the use of a SONY Playstation 3 controller (Fig. 26, Table 1). It might, however, be possible to use controllers of other brands, but the actions described below might be set for different buttons and movement might be less smooth.   TIP 2: For a more realistic effect, it is recommended you first place the fish near the top of the tank out of frame, so that when it is played back, the fish does not just seem to “appear”; rather, you can have it swim into the frame.   
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 Figure 24. Overview of the first steps on how to animate a fish model in FishSteering.  3. After the fish starting place is set, you can start recording your animation by clicking Start recording (Fig. 24). Use the game controller to move the fish around the scene. This takes practice! During recording, the pectoral and caudal fins show automated undulating movements.  4. After the required duration of animation is complete, click Stop recording. Click Save to save your newly created swimming path as a .bag-file (the so-called “record”) on your computer. Note: Once you stop recording, it is not possible to edit the total duration of the animation in the future!  5. It is also possible to load a previous recording by clicking Load and selecting a .bag-file from your computer (Fig. 24).  6. If you wish to edit the recording to add movement of another fish model and/or movement of the dorsal fin and/or the gonopodium, select the appropriate feature from the drop-down menu in the Edit feature (Fig. 25). Select Start editing to add movement of these features to the animation (it may be necessary to drag the time scale marker back left to the beginning). The complete swimming path is then replayed, and whenever you wish to move the fin/gonopodium, press the appropriate button of the controller. You can either wait till the whole swimming path is replayed, or you can click Stop editing at any time. Click Save to save the edited version of your swimming path as a new .bag-file.  
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7. You can only edit one feature at a time. For every new edit you make, a new version of the .bag-file can be saved (recommended not to overwrite!!). By this, it is always possible to come back to an earlier version of a swimming path.  8. Save the recording by clicking Save and choosing a folder on your computer (Fig. 25).  9. It is always possible to just replay the currently opened recording from the beginning or from a specific time point (by dragging the time scale) by clicking Play (Fig. 25).  You can only record the swimming path of one fish at a time. After animating the first fish model, you can edit the swimming path of the second fish model. The prior steered fish model will replayed alongside for the whole duration of the animation.  TIP: Since fish models can only be animated one after another, you should decide about the correct order of fish models prior to animating them. This order will most probably depend on the natural behavior of your study species. Example: If you want to animate a virtual male courting a virtual female and typical behavior involves the male following the female, then it would be best to first animate the female and secondly the male by just following the swimming path of the female while editing.    
 Figure 25. Overview on how to edit movement features while animating a fish model in FishSteering.  
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  Figure 26. Front (left) and back (right) view of a SONY Playstation 3 controller showing the buttons / joysticks used for steering the fish models in FishSteering.    Table 1. Options for animating the virtual fish models and the respective buttons / joysticks of the controller. Swimming and turning speed were defined based on video analysis and personal behavioral observations, and specified for the use of sailfin mollies as models.    Animation PS3 controller button / joystick Possible range of animation Speed Swim forward/ backward  Push left joystick up / down indefinitely Swimming speed from 0 to 40 cm/s Turn up / down  Push right joystick down / up 360° Turning speed for up and down swimming from 0°/s to 30°/s. Turn left / right  Push right joystick left / right 360° Turning speed for curved swimming and on-spot turning from 0°/s to 200°/s Raise dorsal fin (default down)  Press L1 (infinitely variable) 0 ... 90° up / Gonopodium Thrusting  Press R1 to hinge down ca. 45°down / Press R2 to swing forward 170° to side /  
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4 How to present an animated scene on monitor screens with FishPlayer  FishPlayer is used to present prior animated scenes (records) on monitors to real test animals during experiments. FishPlayer is optimized for the use in two-choice experiments, presenting animations on two different monitors. It is, however, possible to use only one monitor if needed.   FishPlayer consists of a main window showing the animation playlist for each monitor (left and right) and two animation windows (left and right), replaying the animated scene added to the respective playlist (Fig.27).    Figure 27. Screenshot of the workspace in Ubuntu showing three monitors interconnected by FishSim. You can see the animation of two fish on the first monitor (left), the animation playlist of FishPlayer on the second monitor (middle) and an animation of only one fish on the third monitor (right).  
 Figure 28. Overview of the main window of FishPlayer, containing the playlists for each monitor. 
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How to use FishPlayer step-by-step:  1 Close all windows and open FishPlayer by clicking the corresponding icon in the launcher on the left side of your desktop. The FishPlayer launcher window will appear.  2 In a multi-monitor setup, choose where to show each individual FishSim and the FishPlayer. You can click the Identify monitors button to show a window on each monitor that displays the monitor number. Then use these numbers to assign the FishSim instances and the FishPlayer to the monitor where they should be shown. (You only need to do this configuration once. Next time you open FishPlayer the settings you have made here will be the default settings.)  3 After pressing launch, the main window will open together with two animation windows on each presentation monitor (Fig. 27 and Fig. 28).  4 Use the FishPlayer main window (Fig. 28) to manage the playlists for each monitor and to Play/Stop the presentation during experiments.  5 The default scene (saved in scenes/default_scene.scene) will always be loaded and displayed on the monitors as the starting scene on both animation windows. You can load a different starting scene, for each monitor separately, by clicking Change scene directly and by choosing a saved scene from your computer.  6 Click Add load scene to add a load scene command. When the playback arrives at this entry, the scene gets changed for the corresponding monitor.  7 Click Add play record to add a record entry (record; .bag-files) to the playlist for each monitor separately. (Add play auto is, so far, not implemented in the basic version 0.9 of FishSim)  8 Click Add pause to add a pause command, that is not animated, but serves as a break between presentations (e.g. an empty tank or a black background). You can set the duration (minutes : seconds) for each pause.  9 Click an entry and drag to change its order in the list. Selected entries are marked in red.  10 Delete an entry from the playlist by selecting the entry and clicking Delete selection.  11 You can save the current playlist by clicking the Save playlist... button. Choose an appropriate file location and name your playlist.  12 Loading a previously saved playlist can be done by pressing the Load playlist... button.  13 Click Play to start the presentation of animated scenes during experiments. FishPlayer will always start from the first entry and run from top to bottom. Therefore, the correct order of all entries has to be set prior to the experiment and cannot be changed afterwards without stopping the presentation completely. Running time and total time of the currently running record are displayed. A short delay between left and right may be possible and depends on the performance of the computer. A currently running entry is marked in grey.  14 Click Stop to stop the presentation. Stop will always finish the presentation, there is NO pause. 
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